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Traffic Safety Roads 
In this issue Traffic Safety Roads is published 

by the 
Graham Feest Consultancy 

incorporating the   
UK Road Safety Network 

 
Traffic Safety Roads (TSR) collates a range of 
information and opinion from various sources. 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure its 
accuracy the Graham Feest Consultancy cannot 
be held responsible for any incorrect 
information provided from third parties or the 
views expressed by individuals. 
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SAFER ROADS FOR ALL 

Safe Roads For All’ is the chosen theme, after consultation with representatives from community  

groups, the police, Government, businesses, educators and other 

charities for Road Safety Week which takes place between 14th to 20th 

November 2022. 

The week which was established more that 20 years ago sets out to bring 

together communities, businesses and professionals of all ages. 

The campaign will see a specific audience focus on each day to highlight the breadth of people, 

organisations and community groups who use the roads as follows: 

• Monday - people travelling in active ways, such as cycling, walking or riding horses 

• Tuesday - disabled road users 

• Wednesday - children, parents, young people, families, educators 

• Thursday - motorcyclists 

• Friday - businesses, employers and fleets 

• Saturday - Drivers 

• Sunday - road crash victims, including commemorating the World Day of Remembrance for 

Road Traffic Victims 

HOME DELIVERY DRIVER SAFETY 

A research project into the safety of small goods delivery drivers which is being undertaken by TRL 

in partnership with University College London (UCL) and funding from the Road Safety Trust is seeking 

help from the road safety practitioner networks to reach 

managers of drivers in the home delivery sector.  

An element of the resarch is examining the role of 

telematics in home delivery driver safety and  both TRL 

and UCL are looking to interview experienced managers 

in order to better understand what companies are 

currently doing to ensure the safety of their delivery 

drivers and how delivery companies are using technology 

or telematics to manage driving risk. 

To be eligible, participants must be at least 18 years old and a manager responsible for drivers in the 

home delivery sector (excluding hot food and large cargo deliveries). Managers selected for the study 

will partake in a 30-40 minute online/phone interview and will be compensated £30 for their time. 

EU DEATHS PROVISIONAL NUMBERS 2021 
 

An estimated 19,800 people were killed in road crashes in the EU last year, a rise of 1,000 deaths 

from 2020, according to new preliminary figures from the European Commission. However, the figure 

still represents almost 3,000 fewer deaths compared to the pre-pandemic period in 2019.  
 

The overall target is to halve the number of deaths by 2030. EU-wide, the last decade saw a fall of 

36 percent. The overall ranking of countries’ fatality rates did not change significantly, with the 

safest roads being found in Sweden, while Romania reported the highest rate in 2021. Based on 

preliminary figures, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Cyprus, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, and 

Sweden registered their lowest ever number of road fatalities in 2021. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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ELECTRIC POWERED TWO WHEELERS 

New figures from the Motorcycle Industry Association (MCIA) show 2,489 electric PTWs were 

registered between January and April 2022, compared with 1,477 during the same period in 2021 and 

the rise in registrations means electric PTWs now account for 6.8% of the total market share. 

The MCIA attributes the rise to the well-publicised increase in 

fuel prices, however it is also worth noting that the impact of 

Covid-19 restrictions was being felt in early 2021. MCIA says 

lower powered PTWs are ‘plugging the transport gap for 

commuters’, as employees return to work on a more regular 

basis and look for an economical, reliable and convenient way 

to travel. 

Meanwhile, there is also a rise in the total number of PTW 

registrations so far in 2022. Between January and April 2022, 

11,327 units were registered, a 4.2% rise on the first four months of 2021 (10,874). 

MOTORCYCLE ADVICE AND TRAINING WEBPAGE 

RoSPA is urging motorcyclists to sign up for advanced rider training in a bid to combat the rise in 

fatalities seen in recent years. According to the DfT the number of deaths from motorcycle collisions 

rose by more than 8% between 2016 and 2020. 

RoSPA has launched a new Motorcycle Advice and Training webpage, https://www.rospa.com/road-

safety/advice-and-information/cyclists-and-motorcyclists/motorcycle-safety-and-training which 

includes a look into the most common causes of crashes, as well as advice on how to avoid these 

incidents. It says frequent causes of collisions involving motorcycles include a failure to negotiate 

bends effectively – especially on country roads; collisions at junctions or when overtaking other 

vehicles; and a rider losing control of their motorcycle. 

Rebecca Needham, RoSPA’s road safety manager for England, said:  

 “As thrilling as it may be to ride a motorcycle, like all vehicles, riding a motorcycle 

does come with some level of risk. It’s important that all motorcycle riders, 

especially novices, attain the right level of training that will allow them to be road 

safe and confident.” 

 

REDUCING CASUALTIES BY STOPPING CRASHES 

 

Please consider attending the next event near to you 

 

Plymouth - The Crowne Plza Hotel on Monday 4th July 2022 go to https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-

events/upcoming-events/plymouth-2022/ and follow the link to the details and registration form. 

 

NETWORKING LUNCH 

 

Networking Lunch – Exeter on Wednesday 6th July 2022 go to https://www.grahamfeest.com/uk-road-

safety-network/maintaining-contact-meetings/  for details and registration arrangements.  
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NATIONAL PASSIVE SAFETY CRASH DEMONSTRATION DAY 

If you have not seen what happens when a vehicle collides with crash barrier at high speed or 

witnessed for yourself the life-saving capabilities of passively safe, crash friendly street furniture 

then looking to attend the National Passive Safety Crash Demonstration Day on 6th July 2022 is an 

event well worth atending at Darley Moor Sports Centre, near Ashbourne, Derbyshire. DE6 2ET. 

Live crash demonstrations will include: a 

traditional, unforgiving 140mm diameter steel post 

struck at high speed; an aluminium passive post 

from Varley & Gulliver (Hi Mast 2000) installed 

within the working width of a TCB restraint system; 

an aluminium passive post (Pole Products) 

supporting a Westcotec VMS, solar panel and wind 

turbine assembly, a 15m KAPU HE classed lighting 

column from Mallatite and a new fibre composite 

signal pole from FSP, complete with energised 

signal heads and an electrical isolation system. 

Additional demonstrations and a large exhibition of 

other products and services compatible with road 

safety will also take place adjacent to the crash 

area.  

Places are FREE but are strictly only available when booked in advance and so admission to the site 

will only be granted to those whose booking has been confirmed and with limited places available 

you need to book now if you are intertested to avoid disappointment.  

To book your place please email andrew.pledge@gmail. 

INSTITUTE OF MASTER TUTORS OF DRIVING AWARDS 2022 

Sponsored by RED driving School 

 

The Institute of Master Tutors of Driving is calling for nominations in four categories in respect of its 

awards for 2022. The awards are the Institute’s annual opportunity to recognise 

outstanding contribution to driver training and road safety. It will recognise an 

individual or organisation whether that be from the voluntary, public or commercial 

sector that has contributed significantly to driver training and or road safety in the 

United Kingdom. In each class there will be one overall winner and up to three who 

will be highly commended for their contribution and involvement.  

The four award categories are: 

• IMTD New Driver Initiative Award 

• IMTD Leading Organisation Award 

• IMTD Individual Driver Trainer of the Year Award 

• IMTD Driver Training Company Award 

 

Nominations are permitted from any individual company or organisation and they have to be sent via 

email by midnight on Thursday 30th June 2022. 

The awards will be presented on Sunday 11th September 2022 at the IMTD Annual Lunch.  

The details and information about the awards including how to make nominations can be found at 

https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/ or https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/news-

and-information/  

Traffic Safety Roads 
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OVERALL SUPPORT FOR 20MPH BUT BETTER WITH TRAFFIC CALMING FEATURES 

 

Researchers have found that roads which enforce ‘speed zones’ – using humps and/or chicanes as 

well as 20mph signage – reduce collisions by 41% and serious and fatal injuries by up to 46% but the 

data from the Department of Transport has suggested that road signs alone are not proving a 

sufficient deterrent for speeders. 

 

Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) reviewed DfT studies showing little evidence for the safety benefits 

of roads with 20mph signs only and new findings from nine 20mph zones, suggest signs alone are 

largely ignored by drivers. Speed ‘zones’, however, which feature traffic calming measures are 

showing some promising signs. 
 

The Department for Transport’s end of year report in 2018, however, found that 20mph zones in 

England failed to reduce air pollution or increase the uptake of walking or cycling over a four year-

period. The statistics come after the Welsh government expressed its interest in imposing a blanket 

20mph limit on all residential roads. The walking and cycling charity Sustrans welcomed the research. 

 

Dr Ruth Hunter, of the Centre for Public Health at QUB, said:  

 

“Our findings show a growing body of evidence to support the use of 20mph zones, showing them to be effective 

in reducing the number and severity of collisions and casualties. Our research also found an increase in 

participants walking and children cycling spontaneously in 20mph zones, indicating the potential indirect positive 

impact on physical activity.” 

 

Director of insight Dr Andy Cope said:  

 

“Lowering vehicle speed in residential areas to 20mph not only improves safety for our most vulnerable road 

users, but it can also help to reduce the dominance of vehicles making our streets and places more attractive 

to walk, cycle and enjoy.” 

 

BREAKDOWN INSURANCE 

 

A new survey suggests some motorists are considering amongst many other areas of regular 

subscription services cancelling their breakdown insurance in order to save money as the cost of living 

rises. The survey of 1,000 drivers, commissioned by IAM RoadSmart, found that 21% of respondents 

were considering the move in a bid to cut back on everyday outgoings. The percentage varied by age, 

with 50% of 18-24 year-olds surveyed stating that they have considered cancelling their cover, 

compared to 14% of 55-64 year-olds and 7% of drivers over 65 years.  
 

IAM RoadSmart says while it would always urge motorists to take out breakdown cover, those who 

are unable to afford it should “carry out a series of regular vehicle checks themselves. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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REINSTATING THE ROADS PROPERLY 

 

Utility companies could be hit with more financial penalties for poor quality reinstatement works, 

under a planned law change that will come into force in April 2023 following a consultation last year 

on changes to road work permits. 
 

The Department for Transport said utility companies are on average 'failing 9% of the inspections that 

are carried out, and the worst performing utility company is failing a significant 63% of its 

inspections'. 
  

After reviewing the responses to the consultation, the Department for Transport has agreed to: 
 

• Use performance to calculate the number 

of sample inspections of reinstatements 

carried out each year, so that poor 

performers are inspected more frequently 

• Amend the way an inspection unit is 

calculated 

• Consolidate the fee that needs to be paid 

for reinspections of reinstatements that 

have failed a previous inspection 

• Require up to date information on traffic 

management and lane closures to be sent 

to Street Manager and then published 

• Include notifications about Section 58 and 

Section 58A/Schedule 3A road restrictions 

in Street Manager which will require: work 

start and stop notices to be sent within two 

hours at weekends. 

• Highway authorities will also have to 

submit start and stop notices for their 

works, so that up-to-date information is 

available via Street Manager. 

 

Under the new 'performance-based inspections regime' utility companies whose road works fail to 

meet standards will face financial penalties and go on to be inspected more regularly by local 

authorities. 

 

MEDICAL LICENSING APPLICATIONS 

 

Measures have been brought forward to change the law to allow more healthcare professionals like 

specialist nurses to complete DVLA medical questionnaires. This will help speed up the return of 

medical information needed to make a licensing decision following the pandemic and industrial 

action. 

 

By law, all drivers must meet the medical 

standards for fitness to drive and each year 

DVLA makes over 500,000 medical licensing 

decisions. To help make these decisions, DVLA 

often requires questionnaires to be completed 

by a driver’s doctor or consultant. Currently, 

the Road Traffic Act 1988 only enables 

registered medical practitioners (doctors who 

are registered with the General Medical 

Council) to complete DVLA medical 

questionnaires. This has contributed to delays 

to medical applications throughout COVID-19, 

particularly as DVLA medical checks were 

understandably deprioritised at times during 

the pandemic and in December 2021/January 

2022 where NHS resources were needed to 

support the booster vaccination programme. 

 

This proposed change in the law will enable 

more people – who must be registered with 

certain professional bodies – to join the list of 

those able to complete medical questionnaires 

required as part of the medical licensing 

process.  

 

These changes will not apply to the D4 medical examination process for vocational licence applicants. 

 

 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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NOISE CAMERAS 

 

A new trial has been announced to explore ‘innovative’ noise cameras, as part of efforts to help 

police forces ‘banish loud engines and exhausts’.  
 

Four areas across England and 

Wales are being sought to trial 

the technology, which can 

automatically detect when 

vehicles are breaking legal 

noise requirements and 

research has shown that noise 

pollution can have significant 

impacts on physical and mental health for 

local residents. 
 

The technology being used in the trial can 

provide real-time reports that police can use 

as evidence. It is hoped this may result in more 

targeted and efficient enforcement methods 

to crack down on noisy motorists. 

 

Grant Shapps said:  
 

“We want those in Britain’s noisiest streets, who are kept up at night by unbearable revving engines and noisy 

exhausts, to come forward with the help of volunteer areas to test and perfect the latest innovative technology. 

For too long, rowdy drivers have been able to get away with disturbing our communities with illegal noisy 

vehicles. It’s time we clamp down on this nuisance, banish the boy racer and restore peace and quiet to local 

streets.” 

 

SHOULD PASSENGERS PAY FOR A LIFT 

 

It would seem that more UK motorists think it is now acceptable to ask passengers to contribute to 

the cost of filling up their tank in exchange for a lift according to research commissioned by IAM 

RoadSmart which has discovered that nearly two thirds (64 per cent) of the 1,000 drivers surveyed 

believe it is becoming more acceptable for designated 

drivers to ask passengers to stump up money at the 

pumps.  

 

Not surprisingly, young drivers are more likely to ask 

passengers for a finacial contribution, with eight in 

ten (82 per cent) of drivers between the age 18-24 

believing it is now acceptable to do so. This compares 

to over half (58 per cent) of over 65s, who are the 

least likely age group to split fuel costs. 

 

The survey also revealed a difference in opinion according to country, with over eight in ten (86 per 

cent) of Welsh motorists considering asking for passengers to contribute to petrol costs. Meanwhile, 

just over half (55%) of Scottish and Northern Irish motorists felt it is becoming more the norm to ask 

passengers to chip in for fuel costs.  

 

In England, East Midlanders were most likely to ask for a contributions with seven in ten  sharing the 

belief that passengers should help out while residents of the East of England with under six in ten 

(56%) motorists from this region thinking it is socially acceptable to ask a contribution. 

 

However be vary that “charging your passengers for a lift” could invalidate your insurance so it is 

advisable to check first as different insuranve companies will take a different view. Most insurance 

comopanies stipulate NOT for hire of reward and could choose to use this against you in the event of 

a claim. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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PLANS TO LEGALISE PRIVATE E-SCOOTERS SET TO BE ANNOUNCED 

 

Plans to legalise the use of privately-owned e-scooters on public roads will be unveiled very soon initially in the 

form of a consultation document which one would guess will received a mountin of responses not just on the 

regulations which will be set but those who are very much against this kode of transport. 

 

The legislation will focus on allowing the 

Government to “properly regulate” the standards of 

e-scooters that currently can be legally bought in 

shops, but only used on private land and Secretary 

of State Grant Shapps wants privately-owned e-

scooters to meet similar safety specifications as 

those involved in rental trials and he has pledged to  

“crack down” on those which fail to do so. 

 

Mr Shapps described the ongoing trials of rental 

schemes which have been on the scene since July 

2020 as broadly very successful and extremely 

popular providing at the same time some useful 

data. He noted that there had been no deaths 

associated with the trials, attributing this to the 

fact rental e-scooters “are made to the proper 

standards”, with features such as lighting and 

indicators.  

 

The legislation would introduce an e-scooter 

category, something which is currently missing. This 

would enable the Government to set standards for 

their usage and will also make retailers responsible 

for ensuring all e-scooters at point of sale meet the 

any new imposed standards. 

 

One of the main fears which people have about these scooters is them being illegally ridden on the pavement 

and the government will need to ensure that the community are reassured through legislation that those who 

do so will be dealt with immediately and in a somewhat dragonion fashion (heafty fine and the impounding of 

their machine for subsequent crushing, along with a driving ban!) 

 

And to show that the law can take an appropriate course: 

 

It has been confirmed That a woman who rode an e-scooter while drunk after a hen party has been banned from 

driving for 18 months. The person aged 26 was stopped by police in Cheltenham on 9th April 2022 after being 

spotted weaving in and out of traffic on a rental e-scooter. Cheltenham Magistrates’ Court said a breath test 

showed she was more than twice the legal limit for alcohol. 

 

The defending solicitor said:  

 

“My client thought, incorrectly, that they could ride the e-scooters and legitimately hired one of them. They 

did not see anything warning them of the legal requirements and she rode the electric scooter thinking she 

wasn’t committing any offence. She accepts that ignorance of the law is no defence. She was fined £500 plus 

court costs of £85 and a victim surcharge of £50 which would have been more had she not admitted the offence 

 

ROAD MARKINGS 

 

The Road Safety Markings Association (RSMA) has welcomed the Department for Transport (DfT) announcement 

to amend the Highway Code to “ensure the first self-driving vehicles are introduced safely on UK roads”. 

However, it warns that Government’s desire for the UK to become a world-leader in the use of autonomous 

vehicles may be thwarted as a result of poor infrastructure. 

 

In the short to medium term well-maintained, high quality road markings are essential for the successful 

operation of semi/fully autonomous vehicles. If Government fails to invest in upgrading and maintaining road 

markings on the strategic road network and local authority A-roads, highly capable vehicles will fail to operate 

successfully. 

 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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CRASH VICTIMS MOST AT RISK OF BRAIN INJURY 

 

A joint study, between Imperial College London and TRL, looked at more than 2000 collisions on UK 

roads and has identified how speed, direction and level of head protection have an impact on brain 

injury following a road traffic collision.  
 

The researchers analysed two RTC databases in the UK. Great Britain’s Road 

Accident In-depth Studies (RAIDS) collision database and STATS19. 
 

They found that traumatic brain injury risk depended on road user type, 

changes in speed, and the direction of impact. The most severe injuries, 

including subarachnoid haemorrhage, were linked to side-on impacts and in 

crashes with the largest changes in speed at the time of collision. 
 

Lead author Claire Baker said 
 

“We now know which types of collisions lead to the most severe head injuries – data which can be used to inform 

the emergency response and post-collision care pathways. Data needed to make these predictions are routinely 

collected in many modern cars. This means that algorithms using this data could quickly assess and relay the 

likely type and severity of traumatic brain injury for each crash as it occurs, enabling emergency operators to 

deploy the specific type of treatment needed, faster.” 

 

 DASH CAM FOOTAGE RESEARCH 

 

Keele University with Lincolnshire Police are to explore how ‘dash cam’ technology can be used to 

reduce road offending and improve road safety and aims to explore the opportunities, and potential 

challenges, posed by the increasing use of ‘dash cam’ technologies submitted by the public in a 

project backed by a £150,000 grant from the Road Safety Trust, 
 

Approximately 6,000 pieces of digital footage are 

being sent into police forces in England and Wales 

every month, suggesting a growing public appetite 

for this approach as a way of making roads safer. 
 

The research will explore this new development 

from the perspective of the police and of the 

public, engaging with forces across the UK, as well 

as a variety of road users (including those who 

have submitted footage to the police and those 

who have been dealt with as a result of having 

featured in dash cam footage).  
 

The project aims to then provide guidance as to how this new development can best contribute to 

road safety and provide guidance on the consistent handling of it. 
 

Dr Helen Wells, senior lecturer in criminology at Keele University, said: “Growth in the use of ‘dash cams’ and 
similar technologies by the public shows that road users take road safety seriously and that they want the police 
to be involved in that. This important project will help us to understand more about the implications of road 
users policing each other in this way.” 

 

Detective chief superintendent Andy Cox, head of crime at Lincolnshire Police, said: “We need the public’s 

support and this project seeks to evaluate the impact of enabling the public to report road crime via dash cam, 

Headcam or a similar method. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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EU VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS 

 
There is considerable concern that the UK Government still hasn't decided whether to apply new EU vehicle 
safety standards that come into force in July 2022 seamingly as a matter of principle following Brexit! 
 

David Ward of the Towards Zero Foundation says that this ideological argument about the UK's post-Brexit 
regulatory regime could end up costing lives and writes as follows: 
 

  
From July 6th proven life-saving technologies such 
as autonomous emergency braking and intelligent 
speed assistance will be a mandatory fitment for 
new model passenger cars and commercial vehicles 
across the EU. The General Safety Regulation (GSR) 
will be phased in over a number of years and 
eventually apply to all new vehicles on European 
roads. Once fully implemented by EU Member 
States, the GSR is expected to save 25,000 road 
deaths and 140,000 serious injuries.  
 
However, the UK government is undecided on 
whether or not to apply the new regulations and the 
Department for Transport is consulting on what to 
do. Meanwhile, the minister for Brexit 
opportunities, Jacob Rees Mogg told MPs last week 
that “we should put divergence behind us” and not 
look “over our shoulder saying the EU is doing this, 
and, therefore, we should do it too”.  He then 
illustrated his point by mentioning forthcoming EU 
vehicle safety requirements for ‘speed limiters’. His 
comments were clearly prompted by stories in the 
Daily Telegraph and the Daily Mail quoting Brexiteer 
backbench MPs warning about “Big Brother in the 
cockpit”. 
 
Lost in this ideological argument about the UK’s 
post Brexit scope for regulatory freedom is any 
focus on the need to reduce the 33,000 deaths and 
serious injuries that have occurred on British roads 
in the decade from 2010-2019. According to the 
UK’s Transport Research Laboratory the GSR 
package has the potential to have a greater safety 
benefit than the introduction of seat belts. They 
estimate it will prevent 1,762 deaths and 15,000 
injuries and deliver £7 billion in net economic 
benefits by 2037. Crucially the 15 measures in the 
GSR aim to improve safety not just for vehicle 
occupants but for vulnerable road users – 
pedestrians and cyclists – too. 
 
That is why in February a cross party group of six 
former UK road safety ministers wrote to the 
transport secretary Grant Shapps urging him to 
adopt the GSR package as “the single most 
important thing you can do now to reduce deaths 
and injuries on UK roads”. And yet despite this clear 
advice from former ministers, the Department for 
Transport is opting for a consultation and running 
scared of Tory backbenchers. 
 

The case for a consultation is extremely weak as all 
the issues around the GSR package were extensively 
debated by the European Council and European 
Parliament prior to its adoption in 2019. This 
legislative process involved public hearings with all 
road safety stakeholders, the automotive industry 
and detailed cost benefit analysis – incidentally 
carried out by the UK’s TRL. UK ministers and MEPs 
participated in these discussions as they occurred 
during the Brexit transition period. There is 
absolutely nothing new to discover about the GSR 
package that would change the clear assessment 
that it will substantially contribute to reducing the 
UK’s toll of death and serious injury on our roads. 
 
Tory MPs squealing about “Big Brother in the 
cockpit” are not just putting at risk lives on British 
roads but are also undermining UK leadership in 
promoting the future deployment of connected and 
autonomous vehicles (CAVs).  The Department of 
Transport wants to be a leader in CAV technology 
which although in its infancy will eventually 
transform mobility as advanced vehicle safety 
systems become increasingly automated. Intelligent 
Speed Assistance (ISA) is an early example of this 
innovation. 
 
ISA equipped vehicles continuously detect the 
speed limit through a combination of digital maps 
and cameras. It prevents the driver from exceeding 
the limit but can be overridden if needed.  Given 
that speed is the single most significant factor in 
fatal and serious road crashes, ISA is a really 
welcome technology that will also ease the burden 
of future police enforcement and is a ‘sine qua non’ 
of future CAV developments. 
 
When talking about ISA to MPs last week Rees Mogg 
also argued that “‘because the EU is doing it’ is no 
argument for doing anything anymore”.  But this 
overlooks the fact that over 50% of UK 
manufactured vehicles are exported to the EU and 
will have to be fully GSR compliant. It is costly and 
inefficient for UK car manufacturers to adapt their 
production lines to meet different regulatory 
requirements. That is why the chief executive of 
the UK’s SMMT, Mike Hawes has stated that “with 
the heavily integrated nature of the UK and 
European automotive sectors, regulatory 
divergence is not advantageous for either party.” 
 

The choice for Grant Shapps, the transport minister, is now simple. He can cave in to the ill-informed prejudices 
of hard Brexiteers or act in the interests of UK road safety and the automotive industry. He should also face the 
fact that failure to fully implement the GSR now will be a decision to opt for higher UK road deaths and serious 
injuries in fture. An act of regulatory divergence that will be a deadly ‘Brexit opportunity’ for British road users. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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ELITE RIDER PROGRAMME 
 

An Elite Rider Programme, created by MCIA, road safety and training experts, government 

departments and respected, associated organisations has been 

launched.  
 

The aims of the initiative are to increase the number of riders 

undertaking post-test training, and to encourage riders to be 

considerate toward other road users and the environment. 
 

Road collisions and casualties continue to be a 

major challenge for the motorcycle Industry 

and road safety experts believe one of the best 

way to address this is to increase the number 

of riders taking up post-test training. Currently 

only around 14% of all motorcycle full licence 

holders undergo any form of further rider 

training and The Elite initiative’s main goal is 

to increase this percentage significantly. 
 

Post-test training is not only proven to be a key 

element in improving safety for the 

motorcyclist, but it also excellerates the 

development of riding skills giving more 

confidence, and in-turn increasing the 

enjoyment levels of riding. 
 

The large majority of motorcyclists are very 

respectful toward other road users and the 

environment, but as we see more and more 

electric cars coming onto the the road, 

excessive noise from motorcycles is becoming 

a major threat to the sector.  As a result, we 

are seeing several European Governments 

taking firm action to address this issue. We 

want to encourage riders not to fit non-road 

legal exhaust systems and to be more 

considerate when riding. 
 

To support the Elite Rider Training Initiative, 

the Elite Rider Hub is being launched.  This 

platform will be a “one stop shop” where 

riders will be able to find a wealth of 

information and support to improve their 

skills. The Hub contains information and 

contact details of the nationally available 

post-test rider training schemes, with advice 

for riders, and links to book training. This 

makes it easier for riders to identify the most 

suitable post-test training opportunities. This 

will benefit many road safety professionals and 

industry colleagues who can point riders to the 

Elite Rider Hub, rather than listing numerous 

links to different post-test training providers. 

 

Supporting the initiative and bringing with them a wealth of knowledge and expertise are MCIA, 
Department for Transport (DfT),Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA),National Highways, 
RoSPA, IAM RoadSmart, Motorcycle Press, Road Safety GB (RSGB), National Fire Chiefs Council (Biker 
Down), Doc Bike, National Motorcycle Dealers Association (NMDA), Mental Health Motorbike, Driving 
Instructors Association (DIA), National Motorcyclists Council (NMC), Motorcycle Action Group (MAG), 
British Motorcyclists Federation (BMF), Honda, Kawasaki and BMW rider training schemes, Phoenix 
Motorcycle Training, The Motorcycle Experience (TME), Shiny Side Up Partnership (SSUP), National 
Young Rider Forum (NYRF) BikeSafe London 
 

More details from the website at www.eliteriderhub.co.uk  

 

TRAFFEX AND PARKEX 
 

The UK’s largest dedicated traffic management, transport and parking event; connecting forward 

thinking innovators with central government, local authorities 

and the traffic and mobility supply chain willtake place at the 

NEC on 14th to 16th  June 2022. 

 

Register to attend the event for free at https://rfg.circdata.com/publish/TPX21/ 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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ROADPOL SEAT BELT CAMPAIGN 

 

More than 50.000 people were found wearing no seat belt while in a moving vehicle during the latest 

pan-European ROADPOL* Seat Belt Operation. The concentrated enforcement campaign was carried 

out for a week in April with 18 European road police forces performing active roadside checks. The 

focus was also included child restraints and wearing of helmets. 
 

During the operation more than 1.000.000 vehicles were checked 

which recorded 50.974 violations. This number can be divided in 

persons in the front seats of the car (48.204) and in the back of 

the car (2.770). Another way to look at the numbers is adults 

(49.388) or children (1586) not using the seatbelt or appropriate 

safety restraints. 

 

ROADPOL Operational Working Group Secretary Henk P. Jansen of Dutch Police commented  
 

“Seat belts save lives and the severity of the consequences of an crash often depends on whether or 

not a safety belt has been worn. Still too many vehicle occupants fail to wear a seat belt and this is 

of absolute importance, because seat belts reduce the risk of fatal injury by 37 to 48%, depending on 

the position in the car. The effect of child restraints is slightly higher at 50%”. 

It is worthwhile to note that more than 200 vehicle occupants die each year in crashes who were not 

wearing a seat belt. 
 

As part of campaign the Police also looked at other forms of criminal behaviour which resulted in 

1055 cases of drugs findings and 15 cases of firearms being found. Also 98 Police "‘wanted" persons 

were caught. 
 

* R O A D P O L is a network of European traffic police forces. Led by senior police officers, ROADPOL is primarily 
committed to reducing the number of deaths and serious injuries on European roads. Members are the traffic 
police forces of various European countries and include countries outside Europe as well working together in the 
interest of saving lives.  

 

M25 JUNCTION IMPROVEMENT 

 

An important traffic junction on the M25 is scheduled for a £250million upgrade. The Secretary of 

State has given permission for the work to be carried out on one of the busiest “bottle neck” junctions 

on the motorway network at the M25 junction 10/A3 Wisley interchange. National Highways said the 

junction had almost 300,000 journeys every day.  
 

The agency said because of the volume of traffic and the resulting 

queues, the junction and the surrounding roads had a high number 

of incidents. Work on the upgrade will start in the autumn (2022) 

and it is estimated 400 jobs will be created. Four new slip roads 

are proposed for the M25 junction 10 roundabout, meaning traffic 

turning left can pass through the junction easily. The M25 will 

increase from three to four lanes through the junction, with the 

A3 also becoming four lanes either side of the junction 10 

roundabout.egular users of the M25 will bery re that the stretch 

of the motorway from the A3 intersection through to and including the M4 ionterchnage is aroblematic 

stretch of the M25 given the volume of traffic both entering and leaving the junctions in this stretch.  
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COST OF POTHOLES 
 

A freedom of information request has revealed that between January 2018 and October 2021 Councils 

and road authorities in England, Scotland and Wales have paid out almost £13 million for vehicle 

damage caused by potholes from more than 145,000 compensation claims with some 37,366 motorists 

receiving compensation, on average, of £347 – a success rate of 25%. 
 

National Highways was the highest paying authority. It stumped up just over £865,000 in 

compensation. Five county and city councils were found to have paid more than half a million in 

compensation between 2018 and October 2021. They include  Lincolnshire County Council, Surrey 

County Council, Lancashire County Council, Staffordshire County Council, and Stoke-on-Trent City 

Council. 

 

Lincolnshire County Council received the highest 

number of damage claims across the four years. 

With 8,810 claims with just under half being 

succesful 4,313 were successful, costing the local 

authority more than £760,000 with an average of 

£177 per claim. Wiltshire Council was found to 

have the highest share of compensation claims 

paid. It paid out to 86% of the 1,594 claims, 

totalling £302,000 over the four-year period. 

Slough Borough Council and Stoke-on-Trent City 

Councils were the second and third highest, 

paying out 65% and 62% of all claims, 

respectively. 

 

In total, 11 councils across Britain paid more than 

half of all claims. 

 

 

NEWLY QUALIFIED DRIVERS – PROPOSED CHANGES TO RULES 
 

The Government is to consider dropping  European Union rules on newly-qualified drivers operating 

HGVs which would allow teenagers who have recently passed their driving test being able to apply to 

operate lorries, large vans and minibuses. 
 

The UK has  done a great deal with regard to the shortage of delivery drivers in recent months but 

some in Government hope that ditching the current EU rules will help further with the estimated 

shortage of 100,000 lorry drivers which has caused disruption to the delivery of food, fuel and other 

goods. Such a move would provide a direct benefit smaller hauliers, who can manage fuel costs better 

and take more time to actually invest in training new drivers and growing their fleets and it is 

understood that supermarket leaders have responded positively to the plans. 
 

However it would not be as simple as getting newly qualified drivers to use a seven-tonne lorry 

immediately. Significant and meaningful training will still be required to ensure road safety standards 

don't fall. Whilst small trucks are fitted with more safety equipment than ever before, making them 

simpler to drive compared to those from 25 years ago but driving one is still a big responsibility and 

safety shouldn't be compromised. 
 

Watch this space to see how this proposal develops 
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TOWING SAFELY WITH ACCREDITED TRAINING 

 

The new accredited training scheme for people to learn about towing is now up and running which 

has come into being following the decision that people who wish to tow a trailer between 750kg and 

3.5 tonnes no longer need to take and pass a test previously referred to as C+E. However it is not 

passing the test which is important but taking some training. 
 

The new training scheme will provide motorists with the skills 

and knowledge they need to tow safely. and covers large and 

small trailers (including those up to 750kg) and courses are also 

available for drivers who want to tow specific types of trailers 

such as caravans and horseboxes. 
 

The DVSA strongley recommends drivers get accredited training before they tow for the first time 

but the scheme is also available for people who already tow regularly. The training scheme provides 

an opportunity to refresh and formalise practical experience and skills and serves as a refresher for 

those who only tow on an infrequent basis. Accredited trainers run courses to suit every level of 

ability incuding : 
 

• Towing for the first time 

• Returning to towing after a break 

• Towing larger trailers 

• Refreshing and formalising skills if you already regularly tow 

 

You can find a training provider or course by contacting one of these organisations: 

National Register of LGV Instructors lgvinstructorregister@rtitb.com  

Safe Towing Scheme   info@safetowingscheme.co.uk  

Skills for Logistics https://www.skillsforlogistics.co.uk/trailer-towing-

accreditation-scheme/find-a-be-accredited-training-

centre/  

 

SPAGHETTI JUNCTION 

 

The famous, or infamous, Spaghetti Junction marked its 40th birthday. Officially opened on 24th May 

1972, the Gravelly Hill Interchange - its official name - took four years  to build and cost between  

£9m and £10m. Loved or loathed by the millions of motorists that use it, its sprawling concrete  

arteries at junction six of the M6 connecting the A38(M) Aston Expressway into central Birmingham. 

 

It was dubbed Spaghetti Junction by newspaper reporter, Roy Smith, 

when he worked on the Birmingham Mail. Its numerous carriageways 

are supported by more than 500 concrete columns following the line 

of the local canal and river network on elevated sections.  

 

 

Roy Foot, 84, a retired civil engineer, worked on Spaghetti Junction for about 10 years when he was  

with the Birmingham engineering firm Sir Owen William and Partners. He said it had taken four or 

five years to design and another four to build. It should have opened in September 1971 but was 

delayed due to structural checks that had to be made 

 

In 2007, motorists voted it the best-known sight seen from UK motorways in an RAC survey. 
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OLDER DRIVERS SHOULD BE OFF THE ROAD 

 

Regularly the issue about the age at which it might be appropriate to stop driving comes to the fore 

but we do need to ensure that the perception about what people feel about older drivers does not 

cloud the actual facts which mainly support that older drivers are safer than many other age groups. 

It is true however that when older drivers are involved in crashes, they are frequently more serious 

in injury terms because of their growing frailty and it takes longer for them to recover and with age 

demographic rising there are more older drivers on the road which is reflected in the rise in the 

number of crashes in this segment of the population.    

However, a new survey has found that drivers over the age of 60 should be made to have a compulsory 

driving test according to younger drivers and 49% of people want to see elderly drivers forced to stop 

driving according to the latest research by The YouGov and CarTakeBack.com which found most 

people believe "older drivers” don’t have fast enough reaction times to deal with arising incidents on 

the roads. The majority of people in the study, however thought that compulsory retesting  should 

be introduced at the age of  71 and with 10 per cent of people calling for all drivers to be banned 

after the age of 86.  

Commenting Brake said:  

“For older drivers, licence renewal at 

70 prompts them to check and self-certify they 

are fit to drive but this process can be 

improved. The Government needs to look at 

how fitness to drive regulation can be more 

rigorously enforced, such as compulsory 

eyesight testing throughout a driver’s career, 

rather than simply expecting drivers to self-

certify that they are fit to drive.” 

Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart Director of Policy 

and Research, said:  

“In reality, new drivers are the most 

at risk group and older drivers are among the 

safest. Statistics do however show that drivers 

over 85 do start to have more crashes as their 

faculties fade and their experience is no longer 

enough to compensate.  

Steve Gooding, director of the RAC 

Foundation, said:  

“Allowing older drivers to remain 

mobile is critical to their mental and physical 

wellbeing, but so is safety. A system which 

helps people address their shortcomings rather 

than simply penalises them could help 

maintain this balance. Most older drivers are 

very safe and self-regulate their driving, 

avoiding travelling at night or during rush 

hour, for example. But any encouragement we 

can all be given to reassess our ability to drive 

safely should be welcomed, not just after an 

incident but throughout our driving lives.” 

It would be Interesting to see how the views of people involved in this survey will differ as they 

become closer to any mandatory age at which they would be forced to give up their licence? 

PROJECT EDWARD 2022 

The 2022 Project EDWARD week will be held between 19th to 25th September and will again reflect 

the interconnecting pillars of the Safe System approach, theme of 

‘Changing minds, changing behaviour’. 

Project EDWARD will also be featuring events focused on engaging 

motorcyclists including sports bikers, tourers, commuters and 

those engaged in the gig economy. 
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ROAD PRICING 

There is no doubt that one way or another an alternative to the current way in which we raise taxes 

on fuel duty and road fund licences has to change in the very near future a matter which has been 

the subject of considerable debate and scrutiny by the Transport Select Committee who 

recommend urgent action in order to change the current system. 

Although nothing as formally been proposed 

we learn that the Government is looking at a 

road pricing scheme which initially would give 

motorists up to 5,000 miles of free driving. 

This would mean that low users would pay 

nothing and the money would be made up by 

those who travel most by paying 16p a mile 

once their free allowance has run out. 

A report from the Social Market Foundation* 

(SMF) (The Social Market Foundation is Britain’s 

leading cross-party think-tank, standing in the 

centre-ground of politics.  They bring together 

people of all parties and none to develop evidence-

based policies that support a fair society and a 

strong economy.)  think tank estimates the 

poorest 20% of car owners who drive least are 

likely to be £40 a year better off under this 

scheme and it recommends road charging is 

introduced now to help with the cost-of-living 

crisis as such a scheme would take some of 

that burden away from those least able to pay 

it. 

Successive administrations have looked at road 

pricing then done nothing because they 

believe the public will not accept the change 

but SMF polling shows 38% of voters now 

support road pricing while 26% are opposed to 

it leaving just over a third still to “Cast their 

Vote” but it is expected that a good proportion 

will be in favour. The principle of paying in 

accordance with how much one using the road 

would also it is felt be a much fairer system. 

The SMF estimates the change would mean 630 

million fewer miles driven on Britain's roads a 

year thereby helping the environment and 

with the potential to cut crashes and injuries 

along with reducing congestion. It should be 

noted however that this would not take away 

tolls which are charged for the use of certain 

roads, bridge crossings and the like nor any 

charge which is made for using cars in cities as 

charging would still have to be used to deter 

and unblock towns and cities caused by drivers 

entering such areas. 

*The Social Market Foundation Report concluded that more respondents supported (38%) than 
opposed (26%) road pricing – this holds true across income groups, regions and whether someone’s a 
motorist. Among those who opposed, major concerns about road pricing included having to pay more 
and having to use devices that monitor their travel. While there’s more support for a uniform (51%) 
than variable road price (42%), a variable price is supported when it gets polluting cars to pay more 
tax. 

The SMF recommend that the Government should: 

Develop the infrastructure to support a 
simple national-level road pricing scheme, with a 
flat per mile rate and a free mileage allowance – 
and set out a timetable for implementing it 

Reduce the burden on lower-income 
motorists during the transition period from internal 
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles to EVs by 
abolishing or reducing fuel duty at the same time as 
road pricing is implemented. If fuel duty were to be 
abolished, an ICE vehicle road pricing surcharge 
should be introduced to retain incentives to shift to 
EVs 

Establish a Road Pricing Commission to 
improve transparency around motoring taxation and 
trust around its aims 

Deal with localised congestion by 
complementing a flat-rate national road pricing 
scheme with localised road pricing initiatives such 
as congestion charges in cities. 
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ROAD CASUALTIES GREAT BRITAIN 2021 PROVISIONAL 

The provisional figures for road casualties occurring on the roads of Great Britain have been released for 2021 

with the final figures due for publication in September.   

It shows that in 2021 there were 1,560 killed on the roads, 25,739 were seriously injured and in all 127,967 were 

killed, seriously or slightly injured. Whilst as you might expect these figures showed an increase from 2020 where 

there were more lockdown implications the 2021 figures also had the covid influence and so whilst we are still 

better than in 2019 it will take a couple of years to say either way whether things are worse or better overall 

that they were pre-pandemic. 

There were increases in casualties of all severities in 2021 compared with 2020, though pedal cyclists showed a 
reduction in fatalities (20%) 

There are age and sex differences in casualty trends, with female fatalities aged 70 and over showing a 
particularly large reduction during the COVID-19 pandemic (36% reduction in 2021 compared with the 2017 to 
2019 average) 

Changes in fatalities and casualties varied by road user type. Pedal cyclists had a reduction in fatalities in 2021 
compared with 2020 (20%). Despite this reduction, the number of pedal cyclist fatalities in 2021 was still higher 
than the 2017 to 2019 average (13%). 

Car occupants, pedestrians and motorcyclists showed the opposite trend, with increases in fatalities in 2021 
compared with 2020 and decreases compared with the 2017 to 2019 average. 

Both males and females consistently have low numbers of fatalities aged 16 and under. However, there are 
substantially more male fatalities within the 17 to 29, 30 to 49 and 50 to 69 age bands than females. 

The largest number of fatalities for females consistently fall within the 70 years and over age band, whereas 
this is one of the least common age bands for male fatalities. When considering all casualties, this sex difference 
is no longer present, with the 70 years and over age band consistently showing the lowest number of casualties 
across males and females. 
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